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COMPETITIONS
Agent99 is engaged by Product of the Year (POY) to promote the awards as a
whole, as well as the POY logo to a nationwide audience to both drive brand
awareness and increase exposure for winners.
One of the key PR tactics employed is to secure competitions with key
outlets across lifestyle, beauty, food and health to get POY winners in front
of target audiences.
In 2019, the following giveaways were run with MiNDFOOD, Practical
Parenting, Smooth FM, Studio 10, Woman's Day and Kids on the Coast.

RESULTS
Smooth FM reported that the POY
competition was their most
successful of 2018!
Page views: 2252
Unique page views: 1087
Ave time on page: 44 secs
Clicks from win page to Product of
the Year link: 210 clicks
Total entries: 1500
Unique entries: 636
Smooth FM has a viewership of 1.7
million and this kind of coverage on
their website is valued at $11,025!

Practical Parenting ran a
competition of the website, as well
as their Facebook page, which has 1
million followers.
They also posted about the giveaway
on their Instagram account, included
it in their EDM, on the homepage,
and the WHO and That’s Life
Facebook pages – the total value for
this was $32,300!

RESULTS CONTINUED

Studio 10 ran an audience
giveaway:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/z8wy
0pir0szjtdh/2019.mp4?dl=0
They have a daily viewership of
80,000.

Woman's Day, Australia's leading
women's weekly magazine ran a
hamper giveaway in both the print
magazine, which has a readership of
1.2 million and online, which receives
960,000 unique viewers per month.

RESULTS CONTINUED
MiNDFOOD, a leading Australian
lifestyle magazine, ran a giveaway in
both the print magazine, which has a
circulation of 65,000 and online,
which receives 432,000 unique
viewers per month.
Kids on the Coast ran a
competition both online and on
the facebook page, which has
24,000 followers.

